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Abstrat
The simultaneous growth of multiple mirobial speies is a problem of fundamental eologial interest.
In media ontaining more than one growth-limiting substrate, multiple speies an oexist. The question
then arises: Can single-speies data predit the existene and stability of mixed-ulture steady states in
mixed-substrate environments? This question has been extensively studied with the help of resoure-
based models. These studies have shown that the single-speies data required to predit mixed-ulture
behavior onsists of the growth isolines and onsumption vetors, whih in turn are determined from
single-substrate data by making spei assumptions about the kinetis of mixed-substrate growth. Here,
we show that these assumptions are not valid for mirobial growth on mixtures of substitutable substrates.
However, the theory an be developed by determining the growth isolines and onsumption vetors
diretly from the mixed-substrate data, thus obviating the need for spei assumptions about the
kinetis of mixed-substrate growth. We show furthermore that in addition to the growth isolines and
onsumption vetors, the single-speies, mixed-substrate data yields a new family of urves, whih we all
the onsumption urves. Consideration of the growth isolines and the onsumption urves yields deeper
insights into the behavior of the mixed ultures. It yields a priori bounds on the substrate onentrations
ahieved during oexistene, permits the extension of the theory to systems in whih the growth isolines
are non-monotoni, and laries earlier results obtained by onsidering only the growth isolines.
1 Introdution
In natural water bodies and in many man-made bioreators, multiple mirobial speies thrive in environments
ontaining multiple growth-limiting substrates. These mirobial speies interat in diverse and omplex
ways, so that the development of a general theory enompassing all types of interations is a daunting, if
not hopeless, task. We an begin to make some progress by fousing on systems in whih the interation
between the speies is indiret, i.e., the spei growth and nutrient uptake rates of the individual speies do
not depend on the densities of the mirobial speies [7, 9℄. However, the problem remains formidable even if
we restrit ourselves to indiret interations. For instane, the behavior an be quite omplex, if one or more
speies exrete metaboli produts that stimulate or inhibit the growth of the other speies. If we ignore
suh indiret interations stemming from exretion, we arrive at the problem of pure or resoure ompetition.
This work is onerned with the theory of pure ompetition between multiple mirobial speies.
We shall assume that the speies in question are growing in a well-stirred hemostat supplied with a
sterile feed having a xed ow rate and omposition. Natural and man-made water bodies are spatially
heterogeneous, and onstantly perturbed by utuations in the omposition, onentrations, and ow rates
of the nutrients. Yet, we make this idealization beause among all the proesses ourring in eosystems, the
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Figure 1: In environments ontaining a single growth-limiting substrate, the steady states of mixed-ulture
growth are ompletely determined by the single-speies data. (a) Variation of the spei growth rates of
the two speies, denoted rg
1
and rg
2
, as a funtion of the substrate onentration, s. (b) The orresponding
mixed-ulture steady states at any dilution rate, D, and feed onentration, sf . Only speies 1 survives if
D and sf lie the region OPQ, and only speies 2 survives if D and sf are in the region QPR. Both speies
wash out for all other D and sf .
biologial ones are the least understood. By onning attention to growth in a hemostat, we deliberately
minimize or eliminate the physiohemial proesses (suh as mixing), thus sharpening the fous on the
biology of the system. Furthermore, the restrition to a hemostat ensures that the theory an be rigorously
tested in a laboratory, whih is a useful prelude to eld experiments.
Intuition suggests that when multiple speies engage in pure ompetion, it should be possible to predit
their behavior a priori from single-speies experiments. For, under these onditions, eah speies sees only
the exogenous substrates in its environment  the other speies are pereived through the eets they exert
on the environment by onsumption of the substrates. But the substrate onsumption patterns of eah
speies an be determined by performing single-speies experiments. Thus, it seems plausible that given
appropriate single-speies data, one should be able to predit the behavior of mixed (multi-speies) ultures.
The foregoing intuition is borne out when multiple speies ompete for a single growth-limiting sub-
strate [1, 11, 12, 21, 27℄. Under these onditions, the single-speies data required to predit their behavior
in mixed ultures onsists of the growth urves, whih dene the variation of the spei growth rate, rgi ,
as a funtion of the growth-limiting substrate onentration, s (Figure 1a). Given these urves, we an
predit the mixed-ulture steady states at any dilution rate, D, and feed onentration, sf . It sues to
generate Figure 1b from Figure 1a by replaing the s- and rgi -axes in Figure 1a with s
f
and D, respetively,
and drawing a horizontal line passing through the intersetion point, if any, of the two growth urves. Fig-
ure 1b predits that if the feed onentration is held xed at a suiently high value, and the dilution rate
is inreased, only speies 1 survives at low dilution rates, only speies 2 survives at intermediate dilution
rates, and both speies wash out at high dilution rates [8℄. This predition has been onrmed by numerous
experiments (reviewed in [9, Chapter 3℄ and [26℄).
It is of onsiderable interest to determine if single-speies data is also suient for prediting the behavior
of mixed ultures limited by multiple growth-limiting substrates. A onvenient starting point is the problem
of mixed-ulture growth in the presene of two growth-limiting substrates. This question has been addressed
by a onsiderable body of work (reviewed in [9, Chapter 2℄). The rux of these theoretial developments is
that in two-substrate environments, no more than two speies an oexist at steady state. Moreover, the
existene and stability of the oexistene steady state at any given dilution rate and feed onentrations an
be predited a priori if we know two piees of information derived from single-speies data, namely [24, 25℄
1. The growth isoline for eah speies, whih is the lous of all substrate onentrations at whih the
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Figure 2: (a) Growth of A. formosa (speies 1) and C. meneghianiana (speies 2) on a mixture of phosphate
(s1) and siliate (s2) [24, 25℄. The full and dashed lines show the growth isolines for speies 1 and 2 at
D = 0.25 1/day. They interset at substrate onentrations representing a potential oexistene steady state.
The arrows show the orresponding onsumption vetors, (rs11, r
s
12) and (r
s
21, r
s
22), for the two speies, where
rsij is the spei uptake rate of the j
th
substrate by the ith speies. The growth isolines and onsumption
vetors were alulated by assuming that rgi follows Liebig's law, and r
s
ij = r
g
i /Yij , where Yij denotes the
single-substrate spei growth rate and yield of the ith speies on Sj . (b) Diauxi growth of E. oli K12
on a mixture of gluose and fumarate (from [19℄). Consumption of fumarate does not begin until almost
omplete exhaustion of gluose.
speies an maintain a spei growth rate equal to the given dilution rate. These urves determine
the feasibility of oexistene steady states during mixed-ulture growth  suh steady states exist only
if the growth isolines for the two speies interset.
2. The two onsumption vetors at the oexistene steady state(s), whih represent the substrate uptake
rates of the two speies. These vetors determine whether the oexistene steady states are experimen-
tally observable. More preisely, a oexistene steady state is stable only if the feed onentrations lie
in the one generated by the onsumption vetors.
In the literature, the growth isolines and onsumption vetors are determined by making an additional
hypothesis. Speially, it is assumed that the growth and substrate uptake rates during mixed-substrate
growth are ompletely determined by the growth and substrate uptake rates during single-substrate growth.
This assumption works quite well if the two growth-limiting substrates are essential or heterologous (satisfy
distint nutritional requirements). In this ase, the growth of both speies is limited by a single substrate at
all but a thin band of substrate onentrations. This thin band is often idealized as a urve by assuming
that growth follows Liebig's law, rgi = min{r
g
i1(s1), r
g
i2(s2)}, where r
g
ij(sj) denotes the single-substrate spei
growth rate of the ith speies on Sj . Consequently, the growth isolines and onsumption vetors an be
determined by the single-substrate data (Figure 2a). Many preditions of the theory for essential substrates
have been veried (see [18℄ for a reent review).
The very same assumption  single-substrate data determines the mixed-substrate behavior  is also
made when the growth-limiting substrates are substitutable or homologous, i.e., satisfy idential nutritional
requirements (Figure 2b). More preisely, it is assumed that the spei growth rate of the ith speies, rgi ,
has the form
rgi (s1, s2) = r
g
i1(s1) + r
g
i2(s2) (1)
where rgi1(s1) and r
g
i2(s2) represent the single-substrate spei growth rates of the i
th
speies on S1 and S2,
respetively, and are often assumed to obey Monod kinetis [22℄. But this assumption is not onsistent with
the experimental data for mirobial growth on mixtures of substitutable substrates. Indeed
1. During bath growth on suh mixtures, when the exogenous onentrations of both substrates are
relatively high, one frequently observes diauxi growth [4, 14℄. During suh growth, the mirobes
3
preferentially onsume only one of the substrates, and it is only after exhaustion of this preferred
substrate that they start onsuming the other less preferred substrate (Figure 2b). Thus, the spei
growth rate observed in suh mixed-substrate experiments is idential to the maximum spei growth
on the preferred substrate. In ontrast, assumption (1) implies that the mixed-substrate spei
growth rate equals the sum of the maximum spei growth rates on eah of the substrates.
2. During mixed-substrate growth in ontinuous ultures, the ells stop onsuming the less preferred
substrate at a suiently high dilution rate (in Figure 5a, for example, there is no onsumption of
methanol for D > 0.35 1/hr). The model predits that this dilution rate is equal to the maximum
spei growth rate on the less preferred substrate. But experiments show that this dilution rate is
always larger than the maximum spei growth on the less preferred substrate [4℄.
1
These disrepanies between the model and experiments arise beause assumption (1) ignores the fat that
the growth rate supported by a substrate is inhibited by the other substrate. Indeed, Monod and oworkers
showed that diauxi growth ours beause one of the substrates ompletely bloks the uptake, and hene
the growth, on the other substrate. Thus, a more aurate representation of the spei growth must have
the form
rgi (s1, s2) = r
g
i1(s1, s2) + r
g
i2(s1, s2),
where rgi1(s1, s2) and r
g
i2(s1, s2) are dereasing funtions of s2 and s1, respetively. Sine these inhibitory
eets are manifested only in the presene of both substrates, it is impossible to infer mixed-substrate
behavior from single-substrate experiments, exept at low growth rates or dilution rates when the inhibitory
eets are negligibly small. Hene, any theory of mixed-ulture growth on substitutable substrates must be
developed without invoking assumption (1).
In this work, we make no attempt to infer mixed-substrate kinetis from single-substrate data. Instead,
we show that the growth isolines and the onsumption vetors an be alulated diretly from single-speies,
mixed-substrate experiments. Thus, we develop a omplete theory that appeals only to the data  it makes
no assumptions about the relationship between single- and mixed-substrate behavior. We show furthermore
that in addition to the growth isolines, it is useful to onsider the onsumption urves, i.e., the lous of
substrate onentrations at whih the rates of substrate supply and onsumption are perfetly balaned.
Consideration of the onsumption urves along with the growth isolines yields deeper insights into the
steady states of mixed ultures. Speially, we obtain
1. A priori bounds on the substrate onentrations that an be attained in mixed ultures.
2. Information about the stability of the steady states even if the growth isolines are non-monotoni.
3. Additional insight into the nature of the transitions (bifurations) that our when the feed onentra-
tions are hanged at xed dilution rate (or the dilution rate is hanged at xed feed onentrations).
Fortunately, the determination of onsumption urves requires no additional eort. Given the growth iso-
lines and onsumption vetors alulated from single-speies experiments, the onsumption urves an be
determined without further experiments. Thus, the benets of onsumption urves an be realized at no
further ost in terms of experiments.
The theory developed in this work rests upon three assumptions  pure ompetition, mutual inhibition
of substrate uptake rates, and onstant yields. There is substantial experimental evidene supporting the
last two assumptions. These have been omprehensively reviewed by Egli and oworkers [4, 14℄, and we refer
the reader to the referenes ited in these reviews for experimental tests of these assumptions. Here, we
fous on spei experiments aimed at testing the validity of the rst hypothesis, namely, pure ompetition.
Most mirobes exrete metaboli produts, partiularly at high dilution rates [10℄. It is important to ensure
that the system in question displays pure ompetition despite the release of exretory produts.
Thus, the theory presented here ahieves three goals
1
In Tilman's terminology, the substrates are perfetly substitutable resoures at low dilution rates, and swithing resoures
at high dilution rates. However, the dilution rate at whih the substrates undergo this transition is always greater than the
washout dilution rate for the less preferred substrate.
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1. It shows that the spei assumptions made in order to infer mixed-substrate behavior from single-
substrate data are unneessary. The single-speies, mixed-substrate data is suient for prediting all
features of mixed-ulture growth.
2. It extends the resoure-based approah by revealing the additional information embedded in the on-
sumption urves.
3. It suggests experiments aimed at testing the hypotheses of the theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we desribe the model, dene the growth isolines and the
onsumption urves, and show that they determine the properties of all the mixed-ulture steady states. In
Setion 3, we desribe experiments that may be used to test the model hypotheses and preditions. Finally,
we summarize the onlusions in Setion 4.
2 Results
2.1 The model
In a hemostat fed with sterile nutrients, the mass balanes for the two growth-limiting substrates and speies
yield the equations [2, 17, 24℄
dsj
dt
= D(sfj − sj)− c1r
s
1j − c2r
s
2j , j = 1, 2, (2)
dci
dt
= (rgi −D) ci, i = 1, 2, (3)
where ci (gdw/L) and sj (g/L) denote the onentrations in the hemostat of the i
th
speies and the jth sub-
strate; D (1/hr) denotes the dilution rate; sfj (g/L) denotes the feed onentration of the j
th
substrate;
rgi (1/hr) denotes the spei growth rate of the i
th
speies; and rsij (g/gdw-hr) denotes the spei uptake
rate of the jth substrate by the ith speies. To omplete the model, we must speify the kinetis of growth
(rgi ) and substrate uptake (r
s
ij).
We assume that the spei growth and substrate uptake rates are funtions of the exogenous substrate
onentrations only, i.e.,
rgi (s1, s2), r
s
ij(s1, s2). (4)
This is the mathematial representation of the assumption that the ompetition is pure, i.e., the growth and
substrate uptake rates are independent of the ell densities.
Insofar as the spei uptake rates are onerned, we assume that there is no substrate uptake in the
absene of the substrate, i.e.,
rsi1(0, s2) = r
s
i2(s1, 0) = 0, (5)
and eah substrate stimulates its own uptake
∂rsi1
∂s1
(s1, s2) > 0,
∂rsi2
∂s2
(s1, s2) > 0. (6)
Thus, we prelude the self-inhibitory eets often observed at relatively high substrate onentrations. We
assume furthermore that eah substrate inhibits the uptake of the other substrate, i.e.,
∂rsi1
∂s2
(s1, s2) < 0,
∂rsi2
∂s1
(s1, s2) < 0. (7)
This mutual inhibition is harateristi of growth on mixtures of substitutable substrates. It should be
emphasized this assumption does not imply that eah substrate diretly inhibits the uptake of the other sub-
strate. In reality, eah substrate inhibits the synthesis of the transport enzymes for the other substrate [23℄.
However, sine these enzymes are not variables of the model, (7) aptures the net eet of the mutual
inhibition.
5
It remains to speify the properties of the spei growth rates. To this end, let Yij denote the yield of
the ith speies on Sj. Sine the substrates are substitutable, the spei growth rate has the form
rgi (s1, s2) = Yi1r
s
i1(s1, s2) + Yi2r
s
i2(s1, s2) (8)
We assume that the yields are onstant.
The relations (48) embody all the assumptions required for the development of our theory. However,
in previous work, it has often been assumed that ∂rgi /∂s1, ∂r
g
i /∂s2 > 0. Thus, it seems to appropriate to
understand the onditions under whih this additional assumption is manifested by our model. Now, (8)
implies that
∂rgi
∂s1
= Yi1
∂rsi1
∂s1
+ Yi2
∂rsi2
∂s1
,
∂rgi
∂s2
= Yi1
∂rsi1
∂s2
+ Yi2
∂rsi2
∂s2
.
In general, nothing an be said about the signs of ∂rgi /∂s1 and ∂r
g
i /∂s2 beause even though eah substrate
stimulates growth by promoting its own uptake, it also inhibits growth by depressing the uptake of the other
substrate. For instane, the sign of ∂rgi /∂s1 is indeterminate beause ∂r
s
i1/∂s1 > 0 (S1 promotes its own
uptake), but ∂rsi2/∂s1 < 0 (S1 inhibits the uptake of S2). It is only when the intensity of mutual inhibition,
represented by the magnitudes of ∂rsi1/∂s2 and ∂r
s
i2/∂s1, is suiently small that both substrates stimulate
the spei growth rate, i.e.,
∂rgi
∂s1
(s1, s2) > 0,
∂rgi
∂s2
(s1, s2) > 0. (9)
Aordingly, we shall refer to this as the ase of weak mutual inhibition. While this is true in many
instanes, we show below that there are examples of mixed-substrate growth in whih the spei growth
rate is a dereasing funtion of one of the substrate onentrations. In what follows, we begin by assuming
weak mutual inhibition. Later on, however, we shall relax this assumption.
2.2 There are three types of steady states
It follows from equations (23) that the model has 3 types of steady states
1. The trivial steady state at whih neither speies survives in the hemostat (c1 = c2 = 0). We denote
it by φ00.
2. The semitrivial steady state at whih only one of the speies survives in the hemostat. There are two
types of semitrivial steady states, c1 > 0, c2 = 0 and c1 = 0, c2 > 0. We denote them by φ10 and φ01,
respetively.
3. The nontrivial steady state at whih both speies oexist, i.e., c1 > 0, c2 > 0. We denote suh steady
states by φ11.
Our goal is to show that given the validity of the model desribed above, the steady state data obtained
from single-speies experiments is suient for prediting the properties of the mixed-ulture steady states.
2.3 Denition of the growth isolines and onsumption urves
We begin by dening the single-speies data required to infer the properties of the mixed-ulture steady
states. To this end, we show rst of all that the determination of the growth isolines and onsumption
vetors from single-speies experiments is, in eet, a method for haraterizing the growth and substrate
onsumption kinetis of a given speies. We then show that the determination of onsumption urves and
onsumption vetors from single-speies experiments is another way of obtaining the same information.
Finally, we establish the equivalene of the two methods by showing that given the growth isolines and
onsumption vetors, we an infer the onsumption urves; onversely, the growth isolines an be inferred
from the onsumption urves. Thus, either one of the two methods an be used to obtain the growth isolines,
onsumption vetors, and onsumption urves.
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Figure 3: Constrution of the growth isolines: (a) The steady state substrate onentrations and ell
densities during growth of E. oli ML308 on a mixture of gluose and galatose at D = 0.3 1/hr and varying
feed onentrations (from [16℄). The feed onentrations were varied by xing the total sugar onentration
at 100 mg/L and altering the omposition. (b) The orresponding growth isoline and the assoiated spei
substrate onsumption vetors.
The growth isolines and onsumption vetors apture the growth and substrate onsumption
kinetis The growth isoline of the ith speies at dilution rate, D, denoted Υi(D), is the lous of all steady
state substrate onentrations obtained when this speies alone is grown on a mixture of S1 and S2 at the
xed dilution rate, D, and varying feed onentrations.
The upper panel of Figure 3 illustrates the onstrution of the growth isoline from single-speies data.
Figure 3a shows the steady state sugar onentrations obtained during growth of of E. oli ML308 on a
mixture of gluose and galatose when the feed omposition is hanged at xed dilution rate (D = 0.3 1/hr)
and total feed onentration (sf
1
+ sf
2
= 100 mg/L). The growth isoline at D = 0.3 1/hr is obtained from
this data by plotting the pairs of gluose and galatose onentrations at various feed ompositions on the
plane of substrate onentrations (Figure 3b). Evidently, the same proedure an be performed at various
dilution rates, thus generating a family of growth isolines parametrized by the dilution rate.
Having determined the family of growth isolines, one an draw vetors perpendiular to the growth
isolines, and pointing in the diretion of inreasing D. The magnitude of these vetors is arbitrary, but
their diretion is well-dened. For reasons given below, we shall refer to these vetors as the growth limitation
vetors.
To understand the biologial meaning of the experimentally determined growth isolines and growth
limitation vetors, it is useful to derive their mathematial ounterparts in terms of the model. To this end,
observe that the steady states for single-speies growth of the ith speies satisfy the equations
D(sf
1
− s1) = cir
s
i1(s1, s2), (10)
D(sf
2
− s2) = cir
s
i2(s1, s2), (11)
rgi (s1, s2) = D. (12)
Evidently, equation (12) denes the growth isoline, sine it determines the lous of all steady state onen-
trations attained at xed D. Thus, the growth isoline for the ith speies at dilution rate, D, is the lous of
all substrate onentrations at whih the spei growth rate of the ith speies equals the dilution rate.
Sine the growth isoline is given by (12), it is lear that the growth limitation vetor dened above is
parallel to the gradient of the spei growth rate
▽rgi (s1, s2) ≡
(
∂rgi
∂s1
,
∂rgi
∂s2
)
. (13)
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Figure 4: Geometry of the growth isolines: (a) The gure shows the typial surfae of rgi (s1, s2) in the
ase of weak mutual inhibition, when rgi (s1, s2) is an inreasing funtion of s1 and s2. Also shown in the
gure is a plane of height, 0.75 1/hr, whih intersets the surfae of rgi (s1, s2). The growth isoline of the
ith speies at D = 0.75 1/hr is the projetion of this urve of intersetion onto the s1s2-plane. It is lear
from the gure that this growth isoline is a dereasing urve on the s1s2-plane. At substrate onentrations
above the growth isoline, rgi (s1, s2) > 0.75 1/hr; at substrate onentrations below the growth isoline,
rgi (s1, s2) < 0.75 1/hr. Moreover, the higher the value of D, the farther the orresponding growth isoline
from the origin of the s1s2-plane. (b) Consequently, the growth isolines at various D form a family of
dereasing urves (shown as full lines). The dashed lines show a hypothetial path along whih the feed
onentrations are hanged in order to generate the growth isolines.
It follows that the slope of the growth limitation vetor provides a measure of the extent to whih growth is
limited by S1 or S2. Indeed, if the slope of this vetor is zero, then so is the slope of ∇r
g
i (s). In this ase,
(13) implies that ∂rgi /∂s2 = 0, i.e., growth is limited exlusively by S1. More generally, if the slope of the
growth limitation vetor is small but not zero, we may say that growth is more limited by S1 rather than
S2. Similarly, if the slope of the growth limitation vetor is large, growth is more limited by S2 rather than
S1.
The shape of the growth isolines reets the geometry of the surfae of rgi (s1, s2). If the mutual inhibition
is weak, the spei growth rate is an inreasing funtion of both substrate onentrations, so that the growth
isoline at any D is a dereasing urve (Figure 4). At substrate onentrations below the growth isoline,
the spei growth rate is less than the dilution rate (rgi < D); at substrate onentrations above the growth
isoline, it exeeds the dilution rate (rgi > D). Moreover, the higher the value of D, the further the distane
of the growth isoline from the origin.
Thus, the onstrution of growth isolines from single-speies experiments reveals the behavior of the
funtion, rgi (s1, s2). But the single-speies experiments also yield the spei substrate uptake rates. Indeed,
(1011) imply that
rsi1(s1, s2) =
D(sf
1
− s1)
ci
, rsi2(s1, s2) =
D(sf
2
− s2)
ci
. (14)
Sine the operating onditions (D, sf
1
, sf
2
) are known, and the steady state onentrations (s1, s2, ci)
are measured, we an alulate rsi1(s1, s2) and r
s
i2(s1, s2) at every pair of substrate onentrations used
to onstrut the growth isoline. It is onvenient to represent the two spei uptake rates by a vetor,
r
s
i
(s) ≡ (rsi1(s), r
s
i2(s)), based at the orresponding steady state substrate onentrations (see Figure 3b). We
shall refer to r
s
i
(s) as the spei substrate onsumption vetor of the ith speies.
The slope of r
s
i
(s) reveals the substrate onsumption behavior of the ith speies. If the slope of rs
i
(s) is
small, then rsi2(s)≪ r
s
i1(s), whih means that the i
th
speies onsumes more S1 rather than S2. If the slope
is large, it onsumes more S2 rather than S1.
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Figure 5: Constrution of the onsumption urves: (a) The steady state substrate onentrations during
growth of H. polymorpha on a mixture of gluose and methanol at xed feed onentrations and varying D
(from [5℄). (b) The orresponding onsumption urve and assoiated spei substrate onsumption vetors.
The generation of Figure 4b from single speies data provides omplete information about the kinetis
of growth and substrate onsumption. Given any (s1, s2) on a growth isoline, the orresponding spei
growth rate is equal to the dilution rate at whih the growth isoline was onstruted, and the spei
substrate uptake rates are given by the omponents of the spei substrate onsumption vetor at (s1, s2).
Thus, the onstrution of growth isolines and assoiated spei onsumption vetors from single-speies
data is essentially a method for haraterizing the behavior of the spei growth rate, rgi (s1, s2), and the
spei substrate uptake rates, rsi1(s1, s2), r
s
i2(s1, s2). By xing the dilution rate in these experiments, we
are hoosing partiular paths on the s1s2-plane  namely, the growth isolines at various D  along whih
the spei growth and substrate uptake rates are determined.
Now, there is nothing speial about the paths orresponding to the growth isolines. We ould just
as well measure the spei growth and onsumption rates along any other path on the s1s2-plane. The
onsumption urves desribed below represent another set of paths for sampling the spei growth and
substrate onsumption rates in single-speies experiments.
The onsumption urves and onsumption vetors also apture the growth and substrate up-
take kinetis The onsumption urve of the ith speies at feed onentrations, sf
1
, sf
2
, denoted Φi(s
f ), is
the lous of all steady state substrate onentrations obtained when this speies alone is grown on a mixture
of S1 and S2 at xed feed onentrations, s
f
1
, sf
2
, but varying dilution rates.
The upper panel of Figure 5 illustrates the onstrution of the onsumption urve from single-speies
data. Figure 5a shows the steady state gluose and methanol onentrations obtained when H. polymorpha
is grown on a mixture of gluose and methanol at xed feed onentrations and varying dilution rates.
The orresponding onsumption urve is obtained by plotting the gluose and methanol onentrations at
various dilution rates on the plane of substrate onentrations (Figure 5b). By appealing to (14), we an
also alulate the spei substrate uptake rates at eah point of the onsumption urve, and represent
them graphially as spei substrate onsumption vetors based at orresponding substrate onentrations
(Figure 5b).
We gain insight into the biologial signiane of the onsumption urve by deriving its equation in terms
of the model. To this end, we observe that the steady states for single-speies growth of the ith speies must
satisfy equations (1011). These equations dene the onsumption urve, sine eliminating D from these
equations yields the relation
sf
2
− s2
sf
1
− s1
=
rsi2(s1, s2)
rsi1(s1, s2)
, (15)
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whih denes the lous of steady state substrate onentrations attained at the xed feed onentrations, sf
1
and sf
2
. It follows from the dening equations (1011) that the onsumption urve for the ith speies is the
lous of substrate onentrations at whih the rates of supply of both substrates are equal their onsumption
rates.
It is useful to obtain a more onise haraterization of the onsumption urve by appealing to (15)
rather than the dening equations, (1011). To this end, dene the substrate depletion vetor, △(s) ≡
(sf
1
− s1, s
f
2
− s2), at eah pair of substrate onentrations. Then, (15) says that the slopes of r
s
i
(s) and △(s)
are equal at every point of a onsumption urve. Hene, the onsumption urve an also be viewed as the
lous of all substrate onentrations at whih r
s
i
(s) is parallel to △(s). This property of onsumption urves
is evident in Figure 5b.
At substrate onentrations above the onsumption urve, the slope of r
s
i
(s) is higher than the slope
of △(s) (Figure 6a). To see this, observe that at a point O on the onsumption urve, rs
i
(s) is parallel to
△(s). Now, suppose we move from O to P , so that s1 is onstant and s2 inreases. Then the slope of
△(s) ≡ (sf
1
− s1, s
f
2
− s2) dereases and the slope of r
s
i
(s) ≡ (rsi1(s1, s2), r
s
i2(s1, s2)) inreases (beause r
s
i1 is
a dereasing funtion of s2, and r
s
i2 is an inreasing funtion of s2). It follows that at P , the slope of r
s
i
(s)
is higher than the slope of △(s). If we move from O to Q (Figure 6a), a similar argument shows that at
substrate onentrations below the onsumption urve, the slope of r
s
i
(s) is lower than the slope of △(s).
The foregoing fat immediately imply the following important result. Given any feed onentrations, s
f
,
and the orresponding onsumption urves, Φ1(s
f ), Φ2(s
f ), for the two speies, △(s) lies between rs
i
(s) and
r
s
i
(s) preisely when the substrate onentrations lie between the two onsumption urves (Figures 6b,).
We shall appeal to this result later.
Figure 5b shows that as D inreases from near-zero values to the washout dilution rate, the onsumption
urve traverses an inreasing path on the s1s2-plane that starts at the origin, (s1 = s2 = 0), and terminates
at the feed point, s1 = s
f
1
, s2 = s
f
2
. The same trend is predited by the model. Indeed, sine the onsumption
urve satises the equation, rsi1(s1, s2)(s
f
2
− s2)− r
s
i2(s1, s2)(s
f
1
− s1) = 0, it is lear that origin and the feed
point lie on the onsumption urve. To see why the model predits the inreasing trend, note that r
s
i
(s) and
△(s) must be parallel along a onsumption urve. This implies that as we move along a onsumption urve,
both vetors must turn the same way (lokwise or ounterlokwise). However, one an hek that along
non-inreasing urves, r
s
i
(s) and △(s) turn in opposite diretions. It follows that onsumption urves must
be inreasing.
Figure 6d shows a hypothetial family of onsumption urves generated from single-speies data. Just
like the family of growth isolines, the family of onsumption urves give us omplete information about
the kinetis of growth and substrate onsumption. Indeed, eah point on a onsumption urve orresponds
to some dilution rate. Thus, given any point on the onsumption urve, the orresponding spei growth
rate is equal to the dilution rate at that point. The spei substrate uptake rates are given by the spei
substrate onsumption vetors at that point. It is therefore lear that Figures 4b and 6d ontain the same
information. They merely represent two dierent sets of paths for apturing this information.
2.3.1 The two methods for haraterizing the growth and substrate onsumption kinetis are
equivalent
The growth isolines an be inferred from Figure 6d. To generate the growth isoline at any given D, it
sues to join the points on distint onsumption urves orresponding to this D. Conversely, given the feed
onentrations, we an generate the orresponding onsumption urve from Figure 4b. For this, it sues to
san eah growth isoline until we nd the point s at whih r
s
i
(s) and △(s) are parallel. Having determined
suh a point on eah growth isoline, we an join these points to generate the onsumption urve.
Thus, we an perform single-speies experiments to generate Figure 4b, and infer the onsumption urves
from it. Alternatively, we an perform single-speies experiments to generate Figure 6d and infer the growth
isolines. Both methods give us omplete information about the growth and substrate onsumption kinetis
of a given speies (although the latter approah seems easier than the former sine it involves nothing more
than joining points orresponding to the same D).
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2.4 Properties of mixed-ulture steady states
In what follows, it is assumed that by appealing to one of the two methods desribed above, we have
generated the growth isolines and onsumption urves for both speies at some dilution rate D and feed
onentrations, s
f
. Our goal is to show that the existene and stability of the mixed-ulture steady states
under these onditions are ompletely determined by these urves. These results have already been derived
in terms of growth isolines and onsumption vetors [17, 25, 24℄. Our goal is to show that the onsumption
urves yield further insights into semitrivial and nontrivial steady states.
2
Trivial steady state At φ00, there are no ells in the reator (c1 = c2 = 0) and the substrate onentra-
tions are equal to the feed onentrations. Thus, on the s1s2-plane, this steady state oinides with the feed
point, s
f
.
The trivial steady state always exists  one an always arrange to have a sterile hemostat at any
dilution rate and feed onentrations. However, from the mathematial point of view, this steady state is
not onsidered stable unless sterility is maintained even if the hemostat is inoulated with both speies.
It is shown in Appendix A that the trivial steady state is stable preisely when D > rg
1
(sf ), rg
2
(sf ), i.e., D
exeeds the maximum spei growth rates onsistent with the feed onentrations. At lower dilution rates,
at least one of the speies will sueed in establishing itself in the hemostat.
In the ase of weak mutual inhibition, the stability of the trivial steady an be inferred by inspetion
of the two growth isolines. The trivial steady state is stable preisely when the feed onentrations lie in
the region OPQR lying below both growth isolines (Figure 7a). To see this, it sues to reall that in
the ase of weak inhibition, rgi (s) < D for all s lying below the growth isoline for the i
th
speies. Hene,
rg
1
(sf ), r
g
2
(sf ) < D for all s
f
lying below both growth isolines.
Semitrivial steady states We onne our attention to the semitrivial steady state, φ10, at whih only
speies 1 thrives in the hemostat (c1 > 0, c2 = 0). The results for φ01 are analogous.
Given any D and sf , the steady state substrate onentrations at the orresponding semitrivial steady
state(s) lie at the intersetion of the growth isoline, Υ1(D), and the onsumption urve, Φ1(sf ) (Figure 7b).
To see this, reall that
1. The growth isoline, Υ1(D), is the lous of all steady state substrate onentrations attained when
speies 1 alone grows at the dilution rate, D.
2. The onsumption urve, Φ1(sf ), is the lous of all steady state substrate onentrations attained when
speies 1 alone grows at the feed onentrations, s
f
.
Hene, the steady state substrate onentrations during growth of speies 1 alone at the dilution rate, D,
and feed onentrations, s
f
, are given by the intersetion point(s) of Υ1(D) and Φ1(s
f
). It follows that this
steady state exists only if the feed onentrations lie above the growth isoline. In the ase of weak inhibition,
there is at most one suh steady state, sine Φ1(s
f ) is an inreasing urve, and Υ1(D) is a dereasing urve
(Figure 4).
The mere existene of the semitrivial steady state, φ10, does not imply that it will be observed in mixed-
ulture experiments. It is experimentally observable if it is stable with respet to small perturbations of the
substrate onentrations and ell densities. It is shown in Appendix A that φ10 is stable provided
1. ∇rg
1
|φ10 · t1|φ10 > 0, where t1|φ10 denotes the tangent to the onsumption urve for speies 1 at the
substrate onentrations orresponding to φ10, and oriented in the diretion of inreasing substrate
onentrations.
2. rg
2
|φ10 < D = r
g
1
|φ10 , where r
g
i |φ10 denotes the spei growth rate of the i
th
speies at the steady
state, φ10.
2
Although the onsumption urves provide no new information about the trivial steady state, we have inluded a brief
disussion of this steady state for the sake of ompleteness.
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These stability onditions have simple physial interpretations. The rst ondition says that if the substrate
onentrations are inreased ever so slightly along the onsumption urve, the spei growth rate must
inrease. The inrease in the spei growth rate serves to inrease the ell density, thus negating the eet
of the inreased substrate onentrations, and restoring the hemostat to its original state.
3
The seond
ondition says at φ10, the spei growth rate of speies 2 should be less than D, the spei growth rate at
whih speies 1 is already growing in the hemostat. This ondition ensures that if perturb the steady state
by introduing a small inoulum of speies 2 into the hemostat, the hemostat will return to its original
state of single-speies growth on speies 1.
The growth isolines and onsumption urves immediately tell us whether these stability onditions will
be satised in the mixed-ulture experiment. We an easily hek if the rst ondition is satised, sine
t1 is tangential to the onsumption urve and ∇r
g
1
is perpendiular to the growth isoline. In the ase of
weak mutual inhibition, the rst ondition is always satised (∇rg
1
· t1 > 0), whih reets the fat that
under these onditions, rg
1
is an inreasing funtion of s1 and s2. The seond ondition may or may not
be satised. To this end, reall that the rg
2
< D preisely when the substrate onentrations lie below the
growth isoline for speies 2. Thus, φ10 is stable if the substrate onentrations at this steady state lie below
Υ2(D) (Figure 7b); it is unstable if the substrate onentrations at this steady state lie above Υ2(D).
A similar argument for the other semitrivial steady state, φ01, shows that the substrate onentrations
at this steady state lie at the intersetion of Υ2(D) and Φ2(s
f ). This steady state is stable preisely when
the orresponding substrate onentrations lie below the growth isoline, Υ1(D).
Hene, given the urves, Υ1(D), Φ1(s
f ), for speies 1, and urves, Υ2(D), Φ2(s
f ) for speies 2, we an
predit the existene and stability of φ10 and φ01 at D and s
f
.
Nontrivial steady state It is not partiularly surprising that the the growth isolines and onsumption
urves yield omplete information about the existene and stability of the semitrivial steady state, sine
these steady states are idential to single-speies steady states. However, it is remarkable that they reveal
the properties of the nontrivial steady states, whih have no ounterpart in single-speies ultures.
It turns out that the substrate onentrations at the nontrivial steady states are given by those intersetion
points of the two growth isolines that lie inside the region enlosed by the two onsumption urves. Thus,
given the two growth isolines, we an immediately identify the substrate onentrations at all the oexistene
steady states.
To see why the nontrivial states an be obtained in this fashion, observe that a nontrivial steady state
satises the equations
0 = D(sfj − sj)− c1r
s
1j(s1, s2)− c2r
s
2j(s1, s2), j = 1, 2, (16)
0 = rgi (s1, s2)−D, i = 1, 2, (17)
It follows from (17) that the substrate onentrations at a nontrivial steady states lie at the intersetion
points of the two growth isolines. However, all suh substrate onentrations do not neessarily orre-
spond to oexistene steady states. To see this, observe that the substrate onentrations must also satisfy
equation (16), whih an be rewritten in the vetorial form
c1r
s
1
(s) + c2r
s
2
(s) = D△(s). (18)
This equation has positive solutions, c1, c2 > 0 preisely when△(s) lies between r
s
1
(s) and rs
2
(s). The latter is
true preisely when the substrate onentrations lie between the two onsumption urves (see Figures 6b,).
Thus, the substrate onentrations at nontrivial steady states are given by only those intersetion points of
the growth isolines that lie within the region enlosed by the two onsumption urves.
Given partiular feed onentrations, s
f
, the onsumption urves for the two speies delineate the sub-
strate onentrations that an be attained at oexistene steady states. In other words, the oxistene steady
3
This ondition beomes more plausible if we observe that, in general, the substrate onentrations are self-stabilizing. If the
substrate onentrations are inreased slightly from their steady state values, dsj/dt < 0 beause Dsj and rs1j(s1, s2) inrease.
However, this is not the ase when the substrate onentrations are perturbed slightly along the tangent to the onsumption
urve. The new substrate onentrations attained after suh perturbations are, to a rst degree of approximation, still on the
onsumption urve, so that dsj/dt = D(s
f
j − sj)− r
s
1j(s1, s2)c1 ≈ 0. Sine the substrate onentrations are not self-stabilizing,
the spei growth rate, and hene, the ell density must inrease to restore the system to its original state.
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state exists preisely when the two growth isolines interset within the region enlosed by the onsumption
urves. Thus, we have referred to the two onsumption urves as the envelope of oexistene [20℄.
To determine whether the nontrivial steady state(s) are observable, it is neessary to resolve the question
of their stability. It is shown in Appendix A that a nontrivial steady state is stable only if the two pairs of
vetors, (r
s
1, r
s
2) and (∇r
g
1
,∇rg
2
) have the same orientation, i.e.,
1. Either r
s
1 lies above r
s
2 and ∇r
g
1
lies above ∇rg
2
.
2. Or r
s
1
lies below r
s
2
and ∇rg
1
lies below ∇rg
2
.
This stability riterion says that for a oexistene steady state to be stable, it is neessary that eah speies
onsume more of the substrate that limits its growth more [17, 24℄. In the rst ase, for instane, ∇rg
1
above
∇rg
2
means that growth of speies 1 is more limited by S2, and growth of speies 2 is more limited by S1.
The ondition, r
s
1
above r
s
2
says that speies 1 onsumes more S2, and speies 2 onsumes more S1. Thus,
both speies onsume more of the substrate that more strongly limits their growth (S2 for speies 1, and S1
for speies 2). The seond ase lends itself to a similar interpretation.
The single-speies data enables us to immediately test the validity of this riterion. Indeed, sine the
growth isolines are known, we an nd the orientations of ∇rg
1
and ∇rg
2
at a oexistene steady state  they
are perpendiular to the growth isolines at the oexistene steady state. Given the onsumption urves,
we an also infer the orientations of r
s
1
and r
s
2
at any oexistene steady state (see Figure 6b,). In fat,
sine we know the onsumption vetors at various points on both growth isolines, we alulate r
s
1 and r
s
2
at any oexistene steady state. Given these vetors, we an predit the ell densities of both speies at the
oexistene steady state by solving equation (18).
2.5 Appliations of the theory
In what follows, we apply the foregoing results to various hypothetial ases. The onlusions reahed will
form the basis for the experiments desribed in the next setion.
2.5.1 Fixed dilution rate and feed onentrations
We begin by onsidering the impliations of the theory when the dilution rate rate and feed onentrations
are xed. Speially, we assume that the growth isolines and onsumption urves at some dilution rate,
D, and feed onentrations, sf , have been onstruted from single-speies experiments. We show that we
an the properties of all the mixed-ulture steady states that would be obtained at this D and sf .
Figure 8 shows 4 hypothetial arrangements of the growth isolines and onsumption urves for the two
speies. We begin by the applying the results to the arrangement shown in Figure 8a. In this ase
1. The semitrivial steady state, φ10, lies at the intersetion of the growth isoline and the onsumption
urve for speies 1 (Υ1(D) and Φ1(s
f ), respetively). It is unstable beause it lies above Υ2(D), the
growth isoline for speies 2.
2. The semitrivial steady state, φ01, lies at the intersetion of the growth isoline and the onsumption
urve for speies 2 (Υ2(D) and Φ2(s
f ), respetively). It is unstable beause it lies above Υ1(D), the
growth isoline for speies 1.
3. The nontrivial steady state, φ11, lies at the intersetion of the two growth isolines. It is a legiti-
mate nontrivial steady state beause the orresponding substrate onentrations lie between the two
onsumption urves. It is likely to be stable sine r
s
1 lies below r
s
2 and ∇r
g
1
lies below ∇rg
2
.
If the growth isolines and onsumption urves have the disposition shown in Figure 8b
1. The semitrivial steady state, φ10, whih lies at the intersetion of Υ1(D) and Φ1(s
f ), is stable beause
it lies below Υ2(D), the growth isoline for speies 2.
2. The semitrivial steady state, φ01, whih lies at the intersetion of Υ2(D) and Φ2(s
f ), is stable beause
it lies below Υ1(D), the growth isoline for speies 1.
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3. The nontrivial steady state, φ11, whih lies at the intersetion of the two growth isolines, is ertainly
unstable sine r
s
1 lies below r
s
2, but ∇r
g
1
lies above ∇rg
2
.
The remaining two ases in Figure 8 an be understood by similar arguments.
2.5.2 Fixed dilution rate and varying feed onentrations
Next, we onsider the behavior in response to varying feed onentrations. Speially, we assume that the
hemostat is at a (stable) oexistene steady state at some dilution rate, D, and feed onentrations, sf , and
we ask: How does the hemostat respond if the dilution is xed, and the feed onentrations are hanged.
Tilman obtained the omplete answer to this question [24, 25℄. Figure 9a shows the behavior that would
be observed at all possible feed onentrations. Sine the dilution rate is xed, the growth isolines, and
hene, the substrate onentrations at the oexistene steady state remain unhanged. Tilman showed that
1. Both speies oexist preisely when the feed onentrations lie in the one, SQT, generated by the
spei substrate onsumption vetors at the oexistene steady state. This follows immediately from
(18), whih says that oexistene steady states exist preisely when △(s) lies between rs
1
and r
s
2
.
2. Both speies wash out when the feed onentrations lie in the region, OPQR.
3. Only one of the speies thrives when the feed onentration lie in the regions above PQS or below
RQT.
It follows from this piture that if the ratio of the feed onentrations, sf
2
/sf
1
, is too high or too low, one
of the speies will be rendered extint. This result, often referred to as the resoure-ratio hypothesis, is an
important onsequene of the theory. It suggests an explanation for the paradox of enrihment  enrihment
of an eosystem with only one of nutrients redues its biodiversity.
By appealing to onsumption urves, we an see exatly why the oexistene steady state eases to exist
if the feed onentrations lie outside the one, SQT. Figure 9b shows the manner in whih the onsumption
urves are shifted when sf
2
is dereased at xed sf
1
(the original and new onsumption urves are shown
as blak and red urves, respetively). At suiently small sf
2
, the growth isolines interset outside the
envelope of oexistene; hene, the oexistene steady state eases to exist. Under these onditions, speies 1
beomes dominant, sine the other semitrivial steady state, φ01, is unstable.
2.6 The ase of strong mutual inhibition
The experimental data suggests that in some instanes, the assumption of weak inhibition (∂rgi /∂s1, ∂r
g
i /∂s2 >
0) is violated. For instane, the spei growth rates of H. polymorpha on gluose, xylose, and glyerol are
0.61, 0.175, and 0.27 1/hr, respetively [3℄. During mixed-substrate growth on gluose + xylose and gluose
+ glyerol, the spei growth rates are 0.36 1/hr and 0.37 1/hr, respetively. Thus, addition of xylose or
glyerol to a ulture growing on gluose dereases the growth rate, whereas addition of gluose to a ulture
growing on xylose or glyerol inreases the spei growth rate. Likewise, addition of 3-phenylpropioni aid
to a ulture of E. oli ML308 growing on gluose dereases the growth rate, whereas addition of gluose to a
ulture growing on 3-phenylpropioni aid inreases the growth rate [13℄. It follows that for ertain substrate
onentrations, ∂rgi /∂s1, ∂r
g
i /∂s2 have opposite signs, and the growth isolines may not be monotonially
dereasing.
When the growth isolines are not monotoni, there may be multiple semitrivial steady states. Moreover,
some of these steady states may be unstable beause ∇rg
1
.t1 is negative (a ondition that is impossible in the
ase of weak inhibition). This instability arises beause the spei growth rate is a dereasing funtion of
the substrate onentrations along ertain diretions in the neighborhood of the steady state. Perturbations
that inrease the substrate onentrations along suh diretions derease the spei growth rate, whih
destabilizes the system by reduing the ell density in the hemostat.
Thus, in the ase of strong mutual inhibition, the onsumption urves, whih provide the vetor, t1, are
ruial for determining the stability of the semitrivial steady states.
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3 Disussion
We have shown above that a omplete theory of mixed-ulture growth on substitutable substrates an be
developed without making spei assumptions about the kineti expressions. Sine the theory appeals
diretly to the data, the assumptions required for prediting mixed-ulture growth are relatively weak. We
have also shown that the onsumption urves an be inferred from the single-speies data, and that they
provide additional insights into the existene and stability of the mixed-ulture steady states. In what
follows, we desribe experiments that may be designed to test the hypotheses and preditions of the theory.
3.1 Experiments for testing the validity of the model hypotheses
The rst hypothesis (4) states that the spei growth and uptake rates depend only on the substrate
onentrations  they are independent of the ell densities. If this hypothesis is true, then
1. Equations (12) and (14) imply that the growth isoline and the assoiated onsumption vetors are
ompletely determined by the identity of the speies and the dilution rate  they are independent
of the feed onentrations. For example, the growth isolines and spei substrate onsumption
vetors shown in Figure 4b were generated by varying the feed omposition at xed D = 0.3 1/hr and
sf
1
+ sf
2
= 100 mg/L. If the spei growth and onsumption rates are truly independent of the ell
density, the very same growth isoline and spei substrate onsumption vetors would be obtained if
the experiments were performed at the same D, but dierent total feed onentration (say, 200 mg/L).
2. Equation (17) implies that the steady state onentrations of a oexistene steady state are independent
of the feed onentrations. To test this hypothesis, suppose we have a oexistene steady state at
some dilution rate and feed onentrations. If our hypothesis is orret, the steady state substrate
onentrations will not hange even if we hange the feed onentrations.
These experiments are analogous to those performed for veriation of the Monod model for single-substrate,
single-speies growth. The Monod model predits that the steady state substrate onentration depends only
on the dilution rate  it is independent of the feed onentrations. Experiments have shown that this is
indeed the ase.
The seond hypothesis is that eah substrate promotes its own own uptake and inhibits the uptake of the
other substrate (67). This hypothesis implies that the onsumption urve is a stritly inreasing. Thus, the
experimental onsumption urves provide an indiret test of this hypothesis. It an also be tested diretly
by transferring a sample of the steady state single-speies ulture in the hemostat to a shake ask, spiking
the sample with a small amount of a substrate, and measuring the uptake rates of both substrates. Suh
experiments have been performed by Lendenmann & Egli [15℄.
The third and nal hypothesis is that the yields are onstant. An indiret test follows from the fat that
if this hypothesis is true, the steady state ell density in single-speies experiments is given by
ci = Yi1(s
f
1
− s1) + Yi2(s
f
2
− s2)
where Yi1, Yi2 are the yields of the i
th
speies during single-substrate growth on S1 and S2. If the observed
ell densities do not agree with the ell densities alulated from this expression, the hypothesis annot be
true. Diret tests of this hypothesis an be performed with radioatively labeled substrates (see [6℄ for an
example)
3.2 Experiments for testing the validity of the model preditions
Few preditions of resoure-based theory have been tested rigorously (see [18℄ for a omprehensive review).
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate some preditions of the theory. Speially, the model predits
1. The dilution rates and feed onentrations at whih oexistene will be observed.
2. The substrate onentrations and ell densities attained at any oexistene state.
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3. The manner in whih the hemostat will respond if the feed onentrations are varied at a xed dilution
rate.
All these preditions an be tested experimentally. Insofar as substitutable substrates are onerned, the
last predition was tested by Rothhaupt with a system in whih two rotifers ompeted for growth on two
algal speies [22℄. However, none of these preditions have been tested in mirobial systems.
4 Conlusions
We extended the theory of mixed-ulture growth on mixtures of substrates in two diretions. Speially,
we showed that
1. The single-speies data ompletely determines the behavior of the mixed ulture. It is not neessary to
make spei assumptions about the kinetis of growth and substrate onsumption. Relatively weak
assumptions about the qualitative properties of growth and substrate onsumption are suient for
inferring the properties of the mixed ulture.
2. There is nothing speial about the growth isolines. They represent a set of paths on the s1s2-plane
along whih one an aquire information about the growth and substrate onsumption rates. The
same information an be obtained by hoosing another set of paths, namely, the onsumption urves.
Importantly, the onsumption urves an be dedued from the growth isolines and onsumption
vetors; onversely, the growth isolines an be inferred from the onsumption urves. The two sets of
urves are therefore dual to eah other.
3. Consideration of the growth isolines together with the onsumption urves yields deeper insights
into the model. Speially, we showed that the onsumption urves delineate all possible substrate
onentrations attained by oexistene steady state, enable us to dene stability riteria for systems
in whih the growth isolines are non-monotoni, and eluidate the bifurations in response to varying
dilution rates and feed onentrations..
Finally, we disussed experiments that an be used to test the validity of the model hypotheses and predi-
tions.
A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A Stability of the steady states
A.1 Trivial steady state
To determine the stability of φ00, onsider the Jaobian
J(φ00) =


−D 0 −rs11 −r
s
21
0 −D −rs12 −r
s
22
0 0 rg
1
−D 0
0 0 0 rg
2
−D

 .
It follows immediately that φ00 is stable if and only if
D > rg
1
|
φ00
, rg
2
|
φ00
.
Sine rg
1
|φ00 = r
g
1
(sf ) and rg
2
|φ00 = r
g
2
(sf ), the stability ondition says that the trivial steady state is
asymptotially stable if and only if the dilution rate exeeds the spei growth rates of the two speies at
the feed onentrations.
A.2 Semitrivial steady state
The Jaobian at φ10 is
J(φ10) =


−D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
−c1
∂rs
11
∂s2
−rs
11
−rs
21
−c1
∂rs
12
∂s1
−D − c1
∂rs
12
∂s2
−rs
12
−rs
22
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s1
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s2
0 0
0 0 0 rg
2
−D

 .
One of the eigenvalues of J(φ10) is
λ2 = r
g
2
|φ01 −D. (19)
The sign of this eigenvalue tells us whether speies 2 is apable of invading the hemostat when it is operating
at the steady state, φ10. In partiular, λ1 < 0 if and only if r
g
2
|φ01 < D, i.e., speies 2 annot invade the
hemostat. However, this ondition, by itself, annot ensure that φ10 is observable, sine the steady state
might be unstable even if we deliberately exlude the possibility of an invasion by speies 2 by performing a
single-speies experiment with speies 1 at the same D and sf . The remaining three eigenvalues of J(φ10)
tell us if φ10 is stable in suh single-speies experiments. Consistent with this argument, the remaining three
eigenvalues of J(φ10) are, in fat, the eigenvalues of its submatrix
A =


−D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
−c1
∂rs
11
∂s2
−rs
11
−c1
∂rs
12
∂s1
−D − c1
∂rs
12
∂s2
−rs12
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s1
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s2
0


obtained by ignoring the existene of the seond speies.
One of the eigenvalues of A is −D, i.e.,
λ2 = −D. (20)
This is a onsequene of the following stoihiometri relationship resulting from the assumption of onstant
yields
d
dt
(Y11s1 + Y12s2 + c) = D
(
Y11s
f
1
+ Y12s
f
2
)
−D (Y11s1 + Y12s2 + c) .
The signs of the remaining two eigenvalues of A, namely, an be determined from the growth isoline and
onsumption urve for speies 1. To see this, observe that
trA = λ2 + λ3 + λ4 = −2D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
− c1
∂rs
12
∂s2
.
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It an also be shown that
detA = λ2λ3λ4 = −c1D∇r
g
1
· t1
where t1 denotes the tangent at φ10 to the onsumption urve, Φ1(sf ), oriented along the diretion of
inreasing sj . Sine λ2 = D, we obtain
λ3 + λ4 = −D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
− c1
∂rs
12
∂s2
< 0, (21)
λ3λ4 = c1∇r
g
1
· t1 (22)
so that the real parts of λ3, λ4 are negative if and only if ∇r
g
1
· t1 > 0, i.e., the angle between ∇r
g
1
and t1 is
less than pi/2. Taken together, the relations, (1922) imply that φ10 is stable if and only if r
g
2
|
φ10
< D and
the angle between ∇rg
1
and t1 is less than pi/2.
A similar argument shows that φ01 is stable if and only if r
g
1
|φ01 < D and ∇r
g
2
· t2 > 0, where t2 is the
tangent to the onsumption urve at φ01.
A.3 Nontrivial steady state
The Jaobian at φ11 is
J(φ11) =


−D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
− c2
∂rs
21
∂s1
−c1
∂rs
11
∂s2
− c2
∂rs
21
∂s2
−rs
11
−rs
21
−c1
∂rs
12
∂s1
− c2
∂rs
21
∂s2
−D − c1
∂rs
11
∂s1
− c2
∂rs
21
∂s2
−rs
12
−rs
22
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s1
c1
∂r
g
1
∂s2
0 0
c2
∂r
g
2
∂s1
c2
∂r
g
2
∂s2
0 0

 .
It follows
det J(φ11) = c1c2 det(r
s
1, r
s
2) · det(▽r
g
1
,▽rg
2
).
Sine c1, c2 > 0 at φ11, we onlude that a nontrivial steady state is stable only if
det(rs1, r
s
2) · det(▽r
g
1
,▽rg
2
) > 0 (23)
i.e., det(rs1, r
s
2) and det(▽r
g
1
,▽rg
2
) have the same sign, i.e., (rs1, r
s
2) and (▽r
g
1
,▽rg
2
), have the same orientations.
Note that the foregoing stability riterion is only a neessary ondition for stability of a oexistene steady
state [20℄. Hene, oexistene steady states at whih (rs1, r
s
2) and (▽r
g
1
,▽rg
2
), have opposite orientations are
ertainly unstable. However, oexistene steady states at whih (rs
1
, rs
2
) and (▽rg
1
,▽rg
2
), have the same
orientation may or may not be stable.
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Figure 6: Geometry of the onsumption urves: (a) At eah point of a onsumption urve, the spei sub-
strate uptake vetor, r
s
i
(s), is parallel to the substrate depletion vetor, △(s). At substrate onentrations
above the onsumption urve, r
s
i
(s) is above△(s); at substrate onentrations below the onsumption urve,
r
s
i
(s) is below △(s). (b, ) The substrate depletion vetor, △(s) ≡ sf − s, lies between the onsumption
vetors, r
s
1
(s) and rs
2
(s) at preisely those substrate onentrations that lie in the region enlosed by the on-
sumption urves for the two speies denoted Φ1 and Φ2, respetively. The two gures depit the orientations
of the vetors when Φ1 lies above Φ2 and Φ2 lies above Φ1. (d) A family of onsumption urves (full lines)
and assoiated spei substrate onsumption vetors onstruted by performing single-speies experiments
at various feed onentrations (dashed lines).
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Figure 7: Existene and stability of the trivial and semitrivial steady states: (a) The trivial steady state
exists for all D and sf . It is stable preisely when the feed onentrations are in the region OPQR lying
below the growth isolines for both speies. (b) The semitrivial steady state, φ10, lies at the intersetion of
the growth isoline, Υ1(D), and the onsumption urve, Φ1(s
f ), for speies 1. It is stable preisely when it
lies below Υ2(D), the growth isoline for speies two.
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Figure 8: Inferring the stability of the mixed-ulture steady states at xed D and sf : The growth isoline
and onsumption urve for speies 1, denoted Φ1 and Υ1 are shown as full lines. The growth isoline and
onsumption urve for speies 2, denoted Φ2 and Υ2 are shown as dashed lines. Stable and unstable steady
states are shown as full and open irles, respetively.
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Figure 9: Inferring the stability of the mixed-ulture steady states at xed D and varying sf : (a) The proper-
ties of the steady states at various feed onentrations an be inferred by drawing the one, SQT, generated
by the spei substrate onsumption vetors, r
s
1 and r
s
2, at the oexistene steady state. Coexistene is
stable if the feed onentrations lie in the one, SQT. Both speies wash out if the feed onentrations lie
in the region, OPQR. Only one of the speies survives if the feed onentrations lie in the region, PQS, or
RQT. (b) Explanation of the results in (a) based on the onsumption urves. If sf
2
is dereased while D
and sf
1
are xed, the onsumption urves for both speies move down. Consequently, the oexistene steady
state, φ11, is pushed out of the envelope of oexistene. At these new feed onentrations, only speies 1
survive will survive in the hemostat.
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